DCM PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
FOR SUMMER VACATIONS (2018-19)
CLASS: 4TH

SUBJECT : ENGLISH
Q1 Revise Periodic Test-1 syllabus full.
Q2 Read and Write difficult word of 4, 5, 6 chapter.
Q3 Read and Write a newspaper headline in your notebook one page everyday.
Q4 DO any ten pages of writing from oxford modern English.
Q5 Write a letter to friend invites her/him to attend birthday party.
Q6 Write a letter to the principal mentioning the celebration of the parent’s day in your school.
Q7 Creative Writing:
Write a paragraph on if I was a super hero what kind of super hero would I be and what powers would I have?
OR
Swatch Bharat Abhiyaan and your contribution towards it.
Q8 Project Work:
Prepare a chart of helping verb.
SUBJECT : MATHS
1. Q.NO.1; Do Q1 of worksheet given on page number 18 on your book only.
2. Q.NO.2: Do revision station of chapter 4 on book.
3. Q.NO.3: Using multiplication tables fill in the blanks an appropriate number and answer the given questions
on book only as given on page number 78.
4. Q.NO.4: Do Q1 and Q2 of exercise 6.5 given on page number 97 in notebook i.e. representation of fractions
on number line and writing the fractions represented on number line.
5. Q.NO.5; Make a “Timeline” of your holidays by organising events, tours and celebrations happened during
your holidays in a proper order on scrap book .Take reference from page no. 160.
6. Q.No.6; Look out for various items like pencils, bag, books, erasers, ball, dress or any other item which you
see around you in your room .look at the price tags given on them and prepare a “Bill.”Take help from your
book as given on page no .169 of chapter 12.
7. Q.NO.7; Practice all the questions of all the chapters for periodic-1.
SUBJECT : EVS
Do these questions in your EVS notebook
1. What would happen if we didn’t have any water left on earth!
2. Why should we spend more time with nature among plants and trees?
3. Write down the rules of playing your favourite indoor game and outdoor game.
Project work
1. Correct five things that have different touch paste them in your scrap book and write down their names.
Describe what you feel when you touch these things
2. Make a poster creating awareness about the protection of endanger animals.
Note: - Revise the syllabus as far done in the class.
SUBJECT : G.K.
Paste different spices (any seven) in your scrap book
Make a model of aquarium
Note:- Revise the syllabus as far done in the class
SUBJECT : Computer
1. Revise the syllabus of Periodic Test- 1.
2. Make a model of computer.

SUBJECT : Urdu
Page no 1to 38 learn and write on notebook with picture.

SUBJECT : Art
Roll number (1-20):- Make a bell from waste plastic bottles.
Roll number (21-33):- Make a cat and basket by folding old newspaper.

